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WE’RE A LOT OF PEOPLE NOW…
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Not a traditional “hierarchy”



EVERYONE HAS A VOICE, IRRELEVANT OF TITLE

You talkin’ to me?

The CEO Not The CEO



TEAMS ARE SELF-ORGANIZED AND SELF-SUFFICIENT*
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In essence



Work whenever you want



Work on what you want



Get stuff done!



So you’re saying it’s Paradise?



Not quite!



Some things work, others are harder



Breaking down the working hours barrier



Rules of engagement

Be there for meetings


If you’re in Bavaria, can’t go to office on Sunday’s



Benefits

Kid sick? No problem


Need to do paperwork? No problem


Can’t work today for whatever reason? No problem



Does it work?



Talking about meetings…



“9 Reasons Meetings Suck”

“Boring Meetings”

“Meetings Kill Souls”

“Meetings are destroying 
your productivity”

“Meetings should die”



Bad meetings suck



Meeting purpose



Coordination or Status Update?



Coordination

Single Topic


Action Items



Status Updates

Should we do stand-ups? 



Standups

What exactly are they about?


Is it about sharing updates?


Is it about trust?


Is it about communication?



Alternative to Stand-ups

Using Tracking Tools


Logging Standups 



Breaking Barriers: Communications Fail
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Challenges of growth



Who’s who?



Who does what?



Ways to communicate



EMAIL TO A MINIMUM



TRACK THINGS. 





Push vs Pull



Internal newsletter



Internal conference



Technical Wednesday’s



Technical Wednesday’s



Management





Management (or no management)

No micro-management


No micro-reporting


No permissions required



Working with objectives

Set a series of goals


Provide guidance


Remove obstacles



A lot of freedom



But freedom comes at a cost



What’s needed

Self-organisation


Discipline


Responsibility



A case study of 
“working on fun stuff”

Right now: 

[X] It adds value 

[X] I enjoy it

In the larger context: 

[  ] It adds value 

[  ] It delays other things
(you, team, product, company)



What’s needed

Knowing how to prioritise 


Knowing how to say no


Knowing how to control your passions



And questioning if what you’re doing adds value



But freedom only works when there’s trust



So if no “management”, is there leadership?



What is leadership?

Not being a bottleneck 


Learning to delegate


Providing guidance


Being candid 


Knowing how to listen and be heard



Most of all - trusting and caring.



But trust and care is a two-way street



company party
Keeping the Culture



Culture is infused. You lead by example.



Understand different cultures. Different people



What the British 
say

What the British 
mean

What the rest of 
the world I hear what you’re 

saying
I disagree and do 
not want to discuss 

He accepts my 
point of viewWith the greatest 

respect...
I think you’re 
wrong, or an idiot

She’s listening to 
meThat’s not bad That’s bloody good That’s quite poor

I would suggest... Do as I say... Think about the 
suggestion, but do Oh by the way... This is the primary 

purpose of our 
This isn’t all that 
relevantI was a bit 

disappointed...
I am very upset It doesn’t really 

matterVery interesting I don’t agree They are 
impressed!We could consider 

some other options
I don’t like your 
idea

They’ve not yet 
decidedI’m sure it’s my fault It’s your bloody 

fault
It was their fault

That is an original 
point of view

You must be crazy! They like my 
ideas!!!You must come for 

dinner sometime
I’m just trying to be 
polite. This is not an 

I should probably 
suggest a date...You’ll get there 

eventually
You don’t have a 
chance in hell

Keep on trying. 
You’ll make itI almost agree I completely 

disagree
We’re close to an 
agreement



“Never attribute to malice that which is adequately explained by 
stupidity”

–Hanlon’s razor



“Never attribute to malice that which is adequately explained by 
ignorance”



Don’t moan up the corporate ladder. Help fix it.



Emphasis on Feedback. Give it. Receive it.



Be the change. Don’t sit back and expect it.



Protect the culture, but be open to change.



Trust in people. Care for people.

We’ll do our best



Thank you.


